Annex 13 - UIAA Technical Meeting Guidelines

Venue

1. The Technical Meeting for all UIAA international competitions should be held as close to the registration venue as possible, as soon after registration closes as possible, in a large area capable of hosting all the athletes attending the event with access to a microphone and a projector screen capable of displaying a PowerPoint presentation.
2. All athletes should have access to the Technical Meeting.
3. All the standard non-venue specific information will be collated into one PowerPoint presentation and sent to all the athletes ahead of the competition – it should be assumed that all the athletes have read and understood this information. Although the Jury President should be fully prepared to answer questions on this information at the TM.

Power Point Presentation

1. All UIAA Jury Presidents should use the UIAA Technical Meeting PowerPoint presentation template at all competitions. Ideally this should be presented on a big screen and projector or by sharing a screen when conducting online TM’s.
2. The template PPT should be adapted for the event, and venue specific information be added to fully inform the athlete about the upcoming competition.
3. The TM PowerPoint should include the information in the list below - if required.

Venue Specific Information

1. Routes to and from venue
2. Entry to the venue and route to warm-up/isolation zone
3. Route from warmup zone to transit zone and main competition area
4. Round specific routes and information
5. Information on food and water sources
6. Warmup information
7. Medical information – location of medics and first aid
8. Anti-doping information

Competition Specific Information

1. Schedule – including opening and closing of warm-up/isolation
2. Route information
3. Video demonstration information
4. Start lists & quota information

Rules Specific Information

1. New changes to the rules from past two seasons
2. Any venue specific changes to rules with JP authorisation
3. Any general questions on the rules

Other information

1. Livestream information
2. Social media information